Da ja in diesem Blog großer Wert auf deutsche Sprache gelegt wird, komme ich trotzdem nicht
herum ein amerikanisches Zitat oder Kommentar unten anzuhängen. Wie viele hier auf einmal
Donnie Trump als Heiland sehen- obwohl er nichts anderes ist, als ein Schauspieler! “ the
apprentice“ .
Ein Mann Der zeitlebens alle und jeden beschissen hat, so auch die ganzen Subunternehmer, die an
seinen Towern arbeiteten. Zudem ist er umgeben, von 80 Juden- also ….wessen Interessen vertritt
er wohl, der satanische Kinderfi…, Steuerbetrüger und Kreditbetrüger?!
So, jetzt zur Aufklärung, wer dieser „Q“ ist….
Trommelwirbel drum, drum, drum:
Es ist Jared Kushner! Da wir alle wissen, daß er aus dem unmittelbaren Umfeld von Trump kommt!
Also nix mit abtrünnigen CIA Agenten oder gar Ausserirdischen!
Aber ließt es selbst…:
Can this be True? we have to discuss this creepy info
posted by Christopher Stokes February 19, 2019
AS A REPORTER I HAVE TO REPORT WHAT I FIND AND THIS WAS GOING AROUND ON
4CHAN I AM A TRUMP SUPPORTER AND VOTED FOR HIM BUT>>> I DID THINK I HAD
TO SHARE THIS IS IT A SHILL OP??? OR A CIA OP??? FAKE LEFT PILOT? I DO NOT
KNOW BUT HERE IT IS
A few days ago a disgruntled CIA CLOWN went on 4chan spilling the beans on Trump, Kushner,
Q, election meddling, and a shit ton else (and, amazingly, he wasn’t LARPing).
Archive link is:https://archive.is/m0Fx9 but I’ll cover some major high points.
>Trump is wholly controlled through Kushner, who is acting as kingmaker for Bibi
>Kushner approached Trump about becoming President years ago, and in return for following
Israel’s whims (((they))) promised to make Ivanka president after 1-2 terms of a Democrat president
after Trump wins 2020
>Kushner is being groomed to be the next Ronald Lauder/Kissenger i.e final boss lvl Jew just below
banking families
>Most of Trump’s cabinet departures have been due to crossing Kushner
>Q is a Kushner project designed to pacify the people who would otherwise see through Trump’s
bullshit
>The vast majority of the (((media))) attacking Trump is to maintain the impression that he’s a
political outsider for Republicans and give Democrats a boogeyman to hate
>Seth Rich was indeed the leaker and was whacked by Mossad
>Richard Spencer is controlled opposition, not CIA but government funded
>The elites are anticipating/planning a global economic crash in the late 2020’s to early 2030’s that
will lead to the creation/adoption of a new, unified global currency
>Iran is next on the hit list after Syria
>Russia and China are pretty firmly in Israel’s hand, all apparent conflict between these nations is
saber rattling for political theater
>The government has had contact with extraterrestrial probes
>What we call the JIDF is absolutely real, and encompasses literally tens of thousands of paid

posters and bots
>Daily Stormer is funded by Israel to act as a honeypot/Nazi boogeyman
>Voting is essentially pointless at any level since the Jews always have multiple levers in place
tl;dr – I now feel remorse but do not wish to sell the information or turn into FBI revealing myself
and earning me an accidental overdose.
I however wish to see this spineless cuckold punished for betraying all the goys that got him there
for the sake of the kikes. I was in with Flynn and out after being put on Jared’s growing blacklist.
8chan is the furthest point up the stream of culture to dump this information.
Here is basic flow chart of what was done on behalf of Trump to get him elected:
I’m not going to mention the media time and jew gold because that is just comically obvious to
anyone with more than 2 neurons to rub together.
Primaries –
1. bribe/blackmail evangelical megapastors
2. social media blitz
3. other controlled opposition candidates making trump look like outsider
General Election
1. social media, Q, R_Donald, & why Trump sucks off Jared to this day
2. emails and the enticement/disposal of Seth Rich (black cube)
3. Israel lobby making sure no one ever released the real goods on Trump before the election (not
including info that would also implicate the tribe like epstein); most of this relates to Trump’s
dealings with organized crime in NYC and Atlantic city. Also a bunch of degen sex stuff but
everyone into power is into sexual power over others so once again you run into mutually assured
destruction with that.
I am white American former glownigger who got on the Trump train and was okay working with
the jews because I despised Clinton and want an end to all immigration along with destruction of
present 2 party system. I initially was OK working with jews until my life depicted a A. Wyatt
Mann cartoon.
Ok anons AMA and I will answer with all the detailed information I know; I was only a mid level
goy so I won’t know everything
The CIA manipulates journalist through bribery, blackmail, and assimilation. The NSA does so by
investing money and sending alumni to start/work for certain companies. CIA has in-q-tel but it’s
pennies compared to what NSA has spent doing this. Remember NSA has a SIGNIT collection
mandate that extended to American citizens long before 9/11. Forum culture is viewed as SIGNIT.
The disruption operations on different forums are largely privately sponsored by individual
advocacy groups. Some disruption operations are however CIA/Mossad/GCHQ operations I would
say those are the big 3 disruptors.
One of the most juiciest pieces is Seth Rich.
Seth Rich was enticed by a Mossad operative claiming to be from wikileaks who had previously
volunteered on the Sanders campaign where Rich was approached and assessed as a potential target
to infiltrate the DNC server organically. Rich collected data and transferred hard copy to individual
claiming to be from wikileaks who then terminated Rich and sent the data to wikileaks via their
anonymous submission method on one of his devices posing as Rich. Rich communicated with the

person who claimed to be from wikileaks as if the person was his drug dealer so when Rich wanted
to meet to talk it looked like he was buying drugs. This is why cops think it was robbery gone
wrong because according to Seth’s phone he was in that park to „buy drugs“ they assume he was
robed for drug money which is why they ignored his personal belongings not being taken. In reality
Mossad killed Rich after enticing him to plant a collection device on a terminal with administrative
access to the DNC servers.
>I am interested in the structure of the organization. Those who are handled, handlers up top and
those that handle the handlers. With that in mind, questions:
Conspiracies don’t work like a phone directory or big box store. The names and information of the
people involved isn’t open source information even to other aspects of the organization. This is
known as compartmentalization and is kindergarten lvl opsec. Basically there is not a TV pastor
with over 100,000 parishioners that these people do not completely control some via blackmail
most by simply keeping the gravy train running.
>How are handlers usually recruited? Is a bigger agency (CIA/NSA/FBI) responsible for some of
their members?
People who do the most backhanded shit like corrupt entire religious communities do not work
directly for governments they are often people who begin work for governments or are recruited by
them and then after their potential is realized are then brought out of actual governmental
organizations into the real deep state. No employee who collects a paycheck does the dirtiest dirt.
They love to take unstable and greedy people with aptitude or borderline psychopaths like myself.
For example I have extremely high IQ but failed the personality test for a high level clearance
because of potential psychopathy. After this I was approached to work on a non government project.
>>How are they manipulated to retain their position? Many people come „speak out“ against
numerous political figures and then get killed afterwards. Has there been such incidents here?
They tie up several loose on occasion but for most people involved the pay or the literal high from
having actual and I mean actual power over other people is too corrupting an influence to ever turn
back.
>Who handles the handlers?
The money i.e a group of about 300 families that own the central banks about 50% of them were
kikes initially another 15-20% have now been mischlingnized and some lines have gone extinct.
Most families are same ones who held power after end of Napoleonic wars.
>The legacy question. How does the blackmail racket sustain itself and recruit more members as
old ones go into retirement?
Most people recruit and train their replacement to fill a detailed position and non specific/leadership
positions there is just a constant flow of people who like money and power more than their own
dignity. There are now a lot of shit tier goy families that fill these roles of interface between the
actual elites and the people; the Bushes, Clintons, and now Trumps are all examples of this. (Ivanka
will be made POTUS one day if she isn’t exposed). These families are fine with crumbs i.e a few
billion/hundreds of millions and the perception of power/status among the prols.

